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Sirius S.p.a., established in 1996, operates in the market sector of 
residential air ventilation and purification, in particular it produces 
cooker hoods for residential kitchens. 
Quality, innovation, professional competence, technology and 
design are rolled into one with a clear and dynamic commercial 
policy that has permitted a rapid growth of the company, ensuring 
market penetration throughout the world.

Sirius has, in a short time, become a world leader in the sector of 
high quality decorative cooker hoods, encompassing a wide product 
range and exporting 90% of its production.
The strategic choices accomplished in the technical productivity 
sectors, dictated by many years of experience, have been of 
fundamental importance for the growth and success of the 
company. 

A wide range of products, different technological possibilities
and innovation, functionality of the components used, such
as the motors,  and different ventilation components represent
a combination between design and functionality. 
This gives the clients a wide choice, to meet all of their ventilation 
needs. Our company’s philosophy, innovative in the market of 
residential kitchen ventilation, aims to mantain and improve the 
high quality standards of our production in style, technology and 
design, wich are synthesized by the realization of modular and 
innovative ventilation systems.

1997 the FIRST one to use the aluminum motor
2005 the FIRST one to market the downdraft hood

2007 the FIRST one to market the ceiling hood
2014 the FIRST one to create range hoods in ceramic

2019 the FIRST one to market a new concept of ceiling hoods
2022 the FIRST one to create autonomous and automatic range hoods

SINCE 1996, WE LIKE TO BE FIRSTWELCOME TO FIRST CLASS
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

MANAGE YOUR RANGE HOOD WITH YOUR SMARTPHONE 
THROUGH SIRIUS APP 

Interact and control your range hood, in a fast and efficient manner, even 
remotely.
Our new technology replaces and widens the functionalities of traditional 
controls.
Easy and intuitive to use, it allows adjusting lighting and suction power and, in 
some specific models, it can even monitor and detect air quality. 
Sirius App sets up automatically according to the technical and functional 
specifications of the purchased model.
Its technology alerts the user if a maintenance action is required (e.g. replacement 
of filters).

MANAGE YOUR RANGE 
HOOD THROUGH THE VOCAL 
ASSISTANTS GOOGLE HOME 

OR ALEXA

Turn your range hood on and select 
the suction speed, then think only 

about the pleasure of cooking. 
Manage the lighting, choose the 

color temperature you prefer, from 
hot to cold light, increase or reduce 

its intensity.
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The latest generation LEDs in our range hoods allow to manage light intensity by increasing or decreasing 
its power and choose colour temperature from warm to cold light (from 2700°K to 6500°K), thus adapting 
hood lighting to the light of your domestic environment.

The lighting surface in our lighting system is perfectly homogeneous since there are no overshadows.

LIGHTING

High suction efficiency

Using a brushless motor allows energy consumption 
(kw/h) to be lowered by 85% when the appliance is used 
in the low-medium speeds, and 35% in high speeds.

Brushless motors are amongst the quietest motors on 
the market and performance remains stable in any given 
usage condition, even with complicated installations.

Longer life of product

BRUSHLESS
motors

High efficiency carbon filters allow a higher filtering efficiency compared to standard carbon grain filters. 
These filters are made of a mold of foam in polyurethane, having activated carbon spheres in it and allowing 
high permeability of the air compared to normal carbon grain filters. At the same time, they allows the 
highest absorption of smells thanks to their top quality activated carbon.
The advantages of using a high efficiency carbon filter, instead of a typical carbon filter, are:
Higher filtering efficiency
Smaller losses during air filtration
Long lasting
To restore / regenerate high efficiency and washable filters it is necessary to wash them in the dishwasher 
and then put them for 1 hour into the oven at max 90°C.
EFFICIENCY is measured by the absorption capacity of the filter related to its weight. If the filter weight is 
100g, an efficiency of 98.8 means that it can absorb 98.8g of greases.
LIFESPAN we took into account a standard use of 1 hour/day at medium speed level. 

HIGH EFFICIENCY
carbon filter

6500°K I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  2700°K

ENERGY SAVING
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This is an innovative anti-condensation system, based on thermal resistances inside the glass panels or the 
stainless steel panels. By heating the surface in contact with the vapours coming from the induction hob, 
this system does not allow condensation or water drops to develop and fall on the hob.

ANTI-DROP SYSTEM
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CEILING HOODS

SCREEN SLT 974

Motor: 
Brushless motor on board
Lighting:
Dimmable and dynamic Led panel 7W (2700 to 
6500°K)
Control panel:
Remote control
App
Voice assistant
Filter:
Anodized aluminum (5+1 layers)
Material:
Stainless steel
Finishing:
White  painted

Dimension: 85x55cm

Installation: 
For the installation create a false ceiling with a 
niche of 815mm for 465mm whose minimum
height to be reached is 220mm

product                      dim.             motor         model identifier           EEC 
SLT 974 BRHM APP   500x850      on board    C974085RA1373773     A++
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Motor:
Brushless motor on board
Lighting:
6W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (90cm version)
2X3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 
to 6500°K) (120cm version)
Control panel:
Remote control
Filter:
Anodized aluminum (5+1 layers)
Material:
Stainless steel AISI430 (SLT971 inox version)
White painted stainless steel and glass (SLT971 
glass version)

Finishing:
Stainless steel (SLT971 inox version)
White painted stainless steel and white glass 
panel (SLT971 glass version)

Dimension:
90x55cm
120x65cm

Installation:
For the installation create a false ceiling with a 
niche of:
865mmx 515mm whose minimum height to be 
reached is 210mm (SLT971 cm90 motor on board 
version) 
1165mm x 615mm whose minimum height to 
be reached is 210mm (SLT971 cm120 motor on 
board version) 

• Energy rating: A

product                   dim.                  motor            model identifier           EEC 
SLT 971 BRHM       550x900           on board       C971090RC1374143       A++ 
SLT 971 BRHM       650x1200        on board        C971120RC1374037       A++

 

900 - 1200
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550 - 650

220x90

LESS SLT 971

CEILING HOODS

brushless motor

LESS SLT 971 White glass version cm 90

LESS SLT 971 White glass version cm 120

LESS SLT 971 Stainless steel version
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Freestanding kit composed by a 
stainless steel frame and charcoal filters 
that allow the installation of the ceiling 
hood whitout the false ceiling.
A perfect solution for an easy installation 
in the kitchen.

20
6

For the installation, create a false ceiling with a niche of 
865mm for 515mm or 1165mm for 615mm  whose
minimum height to be reached is 210mm

900 - 1200

220x90

80

550 - 650

SLT971
BRHM

Freestanding KIT

WESTIN

feb 2023

900 - 1200
550 - 650

21
0

filtering version only

Freestanding kit for LESS SLT 971
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Motor on board
Lighting:
2x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (Main) 
1x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (Accessory)
Control panel:
Touch control 4 speeds+light switch+timer+
Anti-drop System
Filter: 
Anodized aluminum (4+1 layers)
Finishing: 
Matt black painted 
Smoked glass
Dimension:
Main 90x55cm
Module 90x55cm
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MELODY MO 409W

Melody (main) Melody with accessory

ANTI-DROP SYSTEM

DECORATIVE ISLAND
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Motor on board
Lighting:
2x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (Main) 
1x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (Accessory)
Control panel:
Touch control 4 speeds+light switch+timer+
Anti-drop System
Filter: 
Anodized aluminum (4+1 layers)
Finishing: 
Matt black painted 
Smoked glass
Dimension:
Main 90x55cm
Accessory 90x55cm

MODUL 409 W
WITH ACCESSORY
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350275

DUCTION VERSION

MODUL 409 W
WITH ACCESSORY
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350275

The accessory can be install in right or left side.

DUCTION VERSION

Melody ducted version Melody ducted version with 
accessory

ANTI-DROP SYSTEM

MODUL 409 W

350275

DUCTION VERSION KIT
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To be purchased separately
to get the ducted version.

To be used for
recirculating version

product          dim. motor model identifier                   EEC
MO409 W         900          on-board    I409090TA1104443  A
MO409 W        1800         on-board    I409090TB1104443  A

MELODY MO 409W ducted version



2120 WALL HOODS product dim. motor model identifier EEC
SLTC97 600 on-board P097060TC1284075 A
SLTC97 900 on-board P097090TC1284002  A+

Motor on board:
Top or back vented
Lighting:
1x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (60cm version) 
2x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (90cm version)
Control panel: 
Touch Control 4 speeds + light switch + timer
Filter: 
Stainless steel and anodized aluminum (5+1 layers)
Material: 
Painted stainless steel and smoked glass
Finishing:
Black, White
Dimension: 
60-90cm

WALL HOODS

JEEG SLTC 97

SLTC 122 

600 - 900
550
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Motor on board
Lighting:
2x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar 
(2700 to 6500°K) 90cm version
1x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar
 (2700 to 6500°K) 60cm version
Control panel: 
Touch Control 4 speeds + light switch + timer + 
Anti-drop System
Filter: 
Anodized aluminum (5+1 layers)
Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI430
Finishing:
Inox
Dimension: 
90cm
60cm

ANTI-DROP SYSTEM

SL TC 122

product dim. motor model identifier EEC
SLTC122 900 on-board P122090TA1284437  A+
SLTC122 600 on-board P122060TA1284485 A+
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SLTC 919

product dim. motor model identifier EEC
SLTC 919 520 on-board G919T52TC1284466 A
SLTC 919 850 on-board G919T85TC1284567  A

Motor on board:
Top or back vented
Lighting: 
1X6W Dimmable and dyamic Led 
bar (2700 to 6500°) (SLTC919 85cm 
version)
1x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led 
bar (2700 to 6500°K) (SLTC919 52cm 
version)
Control Panel: 
Touch control 4 speeds+light 
switch+timer
Grease filter: 
Anodized aluminum (5+1 layers)
Material:
Stainless steel AISI430 and glass

Dimension: 52-85cm

Installation:
Cut Out: 
Create a niche in the cabinet for 
498x265mm (52cm version)
828x265mm (85cm version)

BUILT-IN PRODUCTS

WING SLTC 919
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To be installed in a cabinet without base

SLTC928

product   dim.           motor            model identifier         EEC
SLTC 928    600         on-board   G928060TC1014066   A
SLTC 928    900         on-board   G928090TC1014084   A

Motor on board:
Top or back vented
Lighting:
1x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led 
bar (2700 to 6500°K) (60 cm version)
1x6W Dimmable and dynamic Led 
bar (2700 to 6500°K) (90cm version)
Control Panel:
Touch control 4 speeds+light 
switch+timer
Grease filter:
Anodized aluminium (5+1layers)
Material:
Stainless steel AISI430

Easy installation:
No need to cut out
Directly installed in the cabinet 
through guides

Dimension: 60-90cm

Available in wi-fi version

BUILT-IN PRODUCTS

SLTC 928
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product dim. motor model identifier EEC
SL927 520 on-board G927052PB1013527 B
SL927 850 on-board G927085PB1013527 A

Motor:
on board
Lighting:
1x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led 
bar (2700 to 6500°K) (SL927 52cm) 
1x6W Dimmable and dynamic Led 
bar (2700 to 6500°K) (SL927 85cm)
Control Panel:
Touch Control 4 speeds + light 
switch + timer + Anti-drop System
Grease filter:
Anodized aluminum (5+1layers)
Material:
Painted stainless steel and glass 
panel
Finishing:
Black / White

Dimension: 52-85cm

Installation:
Cut Out:
Create a niche in the cabinet for
505x270mm (SL927 52cm version)
835x270mm (SL927 85cm version)

BUILT-IN PRODUCTS

SL 927

ANTI-DROP SYSTEM
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SL 913 inox

BUILT-IN PRODUCTS

product dim. motor model identifier EEC
SL 913 520 on-board G913052PB1284427 A
SL 913 780 on-board G913078PB1284527 A

Motor on board
Lighting: 
1x3,75W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (52 cm version)
1x6W Dimmable and dynamic Led bar (2700 to 
6500°K) (78 cm version)
Control Panel: 
Chromed 4 speeds push-button+light 
switch+timer
Grease filter: 
Anodized aluminum (5+1layers) 
Material:
Stainless steel
Finishing:
Stainless steel 

Dimension: 52-78cm

Installation:
Cut Out:
Create a niche in the cabinet for 
502x265mm (SL913 52cm version) 
764x265mm (SL913 78cm version)

Rectangular opening: 265x502    265x764

SL 913
back vented

INOX

SM 923-L
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SM923-L

product  dim. motor model identifier EEC
SM923-L  520 on-board G923052PB1013580 A
SM923-L  850 on-board G923085PB1013382 A

Motor:
on board
Lighting:
Led strip 1x6,5W (SM923 52cm 
version)
Led strip 1x10,5W (SM923 85cm 
version)
Control Panel:
4 speeds push-button+light switch
Grease filter:
Anodized aluminum (5+1 layers)
Material:
Stainless steel AISI430
Dimension: 52-85cm
Installation:
Cut Out:
Create a niche in the cabinet for
270x505mm (SM923 52cm version)
270x835mm (SM923 85cm version)
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ENERGY LABEL DATA
ACCESSORIES

HP High Performance carbon filter

High efficiency carbon filters allow a higher 
filtering efficiency compared to standard carbon 
grain filters. These filters are perfect to be used on 
cooker hoods for air filtration and air purification. 
It is possible to absorb and remove any bad odor 
in the room. These filters are made of a mold of 
foam in polyurethane, having activated carbon 
spheres in it and allow high permeability of the 
air compared to normal carbon grain filters. 
At the same time, it allows the highest absorp-
tion of odors thanks to its top-quality activated 
carbon. 
The advantages of using a high efficiency carbon 
filter, instead of a typical carbon filter, are: 
° Higher filtering efficiency 
° Smaller losses during air filtration 
° Long lasting

Residential Semi-Baffle filters

Residential semi-baffle filters are normally used as 
a filtering medium in commercial kitchen hoods. 
The fat particles, heavier than the air, bump 
against the filter profiles and deposit on those 
internal surfaces. 
Suitable for filtration in the food industry of oil 
mist of dust in industrial general processes. 
Safe and easy to clean, the baffle filter does not 
allow the fat droplets to detach and fall by gravity 
on food and equipment below.
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Security and respect of the general requirements 
of Directives are the basis for the realization 
of our products. It is a question of quality 
and security, well spread in our company. 
Together with the protection of environment, 
and the health of our employees. Working 
with us with passion, being respectful and 
taking care of our company is like living at home.


